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WE ARE PARK N PLAY DESIGN

ALBERTA HEAD OFFICE
MICHELLE POFFENROTH Owner . info@parknplaydesign.com . 866.551.8188
TIM AYLESWORTH Southern Alberta Territory Manager . tim@parknplaydesign.com . 403.921.2502
SHELLEY ROBINSON Northern Alberta Territory Manager . shelley@parknplaydesign.com . 780.242.6453

SASKATCHEWAN
TIM AYLESWORTH Southern Saskatchewan Territory Manager . tim@parknplaydesign.com . 403.921.2502
SHELLEY ROBINSON Northern Saskatchewan Territory Manager . shelley@parknplaydesign.com . 780.242.6453

MANITOBA
MICHELLE POFFENROTH Manitoba Territory Manager . info@parknplaydesign.com . 866.551.8188

ONTARIO
STEVE VAN MEER Ontario Territory Manager . steve@parknplaydesign.com . 416.668.9941
BOB McLARTY Central Ontario Sales and Project Manager . bob@parknplaydesign.com . 519-505-4633
WE PUT **PLAY** IN ITS PLACE

...YOUR DEVELOPMENT
Park N Play Design Co. Ltd. (Park N Play) is more than a typical playground provider.

Over time we have positioned ourselves as a design partner to our customers, with a reputation built on trust, collaboration, and goal-oriented solutions.

We have earned this reputation by taking the time to meet with our clients, listen to their needs, and define objectives. Most importantly, we work together to find creative solutions to meet their project needs.
WE DELIVER

For over 22 years, Park N Play has been an industry leader in revolutionizing the way children play. We do this through the design, supply, and installation of innovative outdoor play environments.

Our clients include landscape architects, residential and commercial developers, urban planners, municipalities, schools, senior care residences, service clubs, and private sector organizations.

Whether whiteboarding design ideas, assisting with product layout, providing technical advice, or presenting to community groups, we manage the project to ensure continuity from start to finish.

Park N Play offers a full complement of park products including splash pads, fountains, site furnishings, shade, shelters, and dog park amenities.

Our consultation and design services are second-to-none, offered by professional staff dedicated to maintaining a best-in-class industry reputation.
COMPONENTS:
3’ Transfer Platform
2 Decks
4 Roof Toppers
8 Uprights
High Whistle
Bongos
Megahorn
Steering Wheel

Clover Leaf Climber w/Archway
3’ Straight Shooter
Above Deck Decorative Gizmo Panel
Above Deck Thunderring Panel
Therapeutic Rings

ASPEN RIDGE PLAYGROUND
SASKATOON

$17,400

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.
This playground had an explicit requirement; to provide younger users with a safe and exciting place to play. We began with a “twist” on a traditional 3’ slide, knowing that younger children enjoy climbing up slides as much (if not more), as they enjoy sliding down them.

Shade, imaginative play elements, and significant platform climbing opportunities were combined to make the perfect junior play structure, offered in a fresh “citrus” colour palette.
COMPONENTS:
1 Transfer System
3 Decks
13 Uprights
2 Straight Zip Slides
2 Wear Mats
6’ Funnel Bridge
Schooner Climber
Under Deck Seat & Table for Two
Store Enclosure Panel
Mini Pod Toad Stool
Gizmo Panel with Answer Wheel
3 Three Way X Pod Step

Connectscape Climber
Ridge Climber
Single Side Stepper
Rock Link Wall
DNA Climbing Wall
Laced Climbing Wall
Ladder Wall
Sail Climbing Wall
Tri Ladder
Triangular Shroud
Arched Loop Overhead Ladder

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.

GULFBECK VILLAGE SQUARE
MILTON

$32,200
GulfBeck Village is a modern community with a young and vibrant pulse. Residential living is mixed among retail space, coffee shops, and art studios. The idea of bringing people out of their homes to engage in their community and interact with neighbours is the heartbeat of the development and a core philosophy of living here.

For the central playspace, Milton wanted something vibrant that would attract children to play and adults to gather. They wanted the playground to become a meeting place with a structure that was easy for guardians to watch children play on. The GulfBeck playground is both simple and complex, modern and traditional, and has served its purpose perfectly in "The Village."
COMPONENTS:

1 Transfer System
7 Decks
28 Uprights
2 Chuter Wilderslide
1 Left Turn Wilderslide
7 Mini Pod Toad Stools
Curved Balance Beam
6’ Arch Bridge
Horizontal Overhead Ladder
Reverse Horizontal Loop Ladder

S Crawl Tube
Twister Climber
Schooner Climber
Climbing Pole
Spiral Climber
Ergo Link Climber
Scramble Up Climber
Incline Cosmix Climber
8’ Vertical Climbing Wall

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.

$42,700
Our designers filled this space using the PrimeTime product line to create numerous areas of play and multiple travel paths. This structure can accommodate a high number of users, has clear sightlines for safety and to deter vandalism, and offers equipment for various elements of play such as climbing, sliding, balance, and brachiating. The Warman Park design is an excellent example of an affordable value-packed playground.
COMPONENTS:
1 Transfer System
2 Transfer Platforms
6 Decks
21 Uprights
3 Slant Timber Roofs
2 Straight Zip Slides
Timber Entryways
Nature Discovery Table
6' Spiral Slide
5' Zip Swerve Left Curve Slide
Junior Single Wave Zip Slide
Junior Rumble & Roll Slide
Plank Timber Climber
Cliff Wall Climber
Erratic Climber
Leaf Scramble Up
Hour Glass Climber
Horizontal Ladder Link
2' Rockscape Climber
Wavy Tree Climber
Rung Ladder
Thunderring Panel
Nature Panel
Object Panel

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.
Tree forts are a symbol of childhood and a playground theme that never goes out of style. A tree fort concept playground is a perfect fit for an urban playspace, and Woburn Park is no exception. Complete with a timber roof and railings and ample ways to climb into and slide out of the tree fort, users will not grow tired of this structure. We love using this theme in urban neighbourhoods where feedback indicates that homeowners overlooking playgrounds prefer tree fort designs compared to playgrounds with obscure colours or themes.
HAWK TREE GREEN
PLAYGROUND
CALGARY

$60,200

COMPONENTS:

12 Decks
22 Uprights
3’ Punched Steel Stairs
Multi-Coloured Hex Roof
3’ Straight Chuter Slide
5’ Double Chuter Slide
7 Mini Pod Toad Stools

Walking The Plank
Cattail Spinner
3-Level Chinning Bar
Fun Seat
Store Panel
Seaweed Post Toppers
Rung Enclosures / Railings

Schooner Climber
Twister Climber
Vertical Wall Climber
Steel Chain Net Climber
Double Climber
Double Bubble Climber

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.
Unique shapes and sizes are easily accommodated in this circular structure. The inner ring of decks at varying heights makes this structure a neighbourhood favourite for active play.

MEASUREMENTS: 41’ x 42’  AGE: 5-12  PRODUCT LINE: POWERSCAPE / CUSTOM
COMPONENTS:
1 Transfer System
8 Decks
22 Uprights
1 Gable Timber Roof
8' Double Chuter Slide
Play Port Bridge
Rock Steps
Leaf Seat
Hopper Rocks & Square Boulder
Kidnetix Gateway Rope Climber
8' Rockscape Climber
Cargo Net Wall
Thunderrings
Ergo Link
Store Panel
Gizmo Panel w/Echo Chamber
Horizontal Ladder Link
S Shape Loop Ladder Link
Wavy Tree Climber
Scramble Up Climber
Sloped Funnel Climber
Double Bubble Climber
Plank Climber - Timbers
Cliff Wall Climber

MEADOWLARK PARK
PLAYGROUND
EDMONTON

$85,600

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.
A place for “tweens” to socialize, imaginative play for younger users, and the perfect structure for active games of “Grounders”, all designed to fit within a pre-established footprint.

Designing a playground with a natural aesthetic meant more than adding an earthy colour scheme and rustic rock climbers. For the Meadowlark Playground we selected play components that mimic how children interact with nature and how they explore, climb, and play in natural environments. We then incorporated these play elements into the playground design.
COMPONENTS:

- 4’ Transfer Platform
- 1 Accessible Ramp
- 13 Decks
- 6 Shadow Play Toppers
- 40 Uprights
- Shadow Play Flower
- Jumbo Flyer
- Curved Balance Beam
- Beat Club
- Accent Seaweed Toppers
- Cruise Rails
- Web Trail

- 3’ Straight Chuter Slide
- 6’ Double Chuter Slide
- Rock N’ Raft
- Cube Net
- Walk-in Double Funnel Up
- Challenge Canyon Bridge
- Playport Bridge
- 6’ Volcano Climbing Wall
- 3’ Learning Climbing Wall
- 6’ Whirlwind
- 5’6” Climbing Pole
- Worm Hole Attachment

- Sprouts Climber
- Ergo Climber
- Inchworm Climber
- 90 Degree Loop Ladder
- 90 Degree Trapeze Ring
- Arched Chain Net Link
- Triangle Shroud
- Single Link Cross Beam
- Gizmo w/Maze Wheel & Gadgets
- 3 In-a-Row Panel & Cog Panel
- Mini Toad Stool and Pods

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.
Rope climbing is trending in playground design and offers incredible opportunities for users of all ages to build muscle strength, improve balance, and develop hand-eye coordination. Rope products can accommodate a high number of users, adding play value to the playground.

The rope climbing elements in this playground are not to be “overshadowed” by the magnitude of play equipment packed into the design. Shadow Play elements bring art and sculpture to the playground via an inclusive and interactive product that casts coloured light onto the ground below.
MEADOWVIEW DINOSAUR PLAYGROUND

LEDCUC & QUALICO DEVELOPMENTS

COMPONENTS:

3 Transfer Systems
9 Decks
2 Slant Timber Roofs
44 Uprights
Pterodactyl Toppers
Fossil Find Table
Custom Fossil Steppers
Freestanding Dinosaur Climber
Dinosaur Facade
Rockin’ Dino Egg
Custom Dino Tree

8’ Sky-Hi Spiral Tube Slide
6’ WilderSlide
5’ Zip Slide
5’ Curved Zip Slide
Criss Cross Web
Net Tunnel
Mini Arch Bridge
90 Degree Play Port Bridge
Step Pods
Crawl In Double Fun Link
5’ Mega Rock

Double Vine Climber
River Rock Climber
Climbing Pole
Low Vine Climber
90 Degree Hor. Loop Ladder
360 Degree Hor. Loop Ladder
Schooner Climber
Tree Climber
Vertical Wall Climber
Bubble Climber

$388,500

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.
Millions of years in the making, this dinosaur-themed playground was built to commemorate the discovery of a complete Hadrosaur skeleton. Excavators from Qualico Developments unearthed the paleontological treasure while digging a sewer line for their new residential development.

Park N Play representative Shelley Robinson worked passionately with local museums, the Municipality of Leduc, Alberta, and the developer to bring the dinosaur theme to life in the form of a playground for the new residents.
COMPONENTS:

- 2 Transfer Systems
- 27 Decks
- 2 Enclosure Roofs
- 35 Uprights
- 5’ Double Zip Slide
- WilderSlide
- GFRC Crow’s Nest
- Timber Archway
- Miners Shack Custom Pieces
- 5’ Rope Span Climber
- 5’ Leaning Wall Climber
- Square Deck Internal Climber
- Spiral Step Climber
- Notched Log Climber
- Tree Climber
- Climbing Pole
- Rocks Climber

Prices are for structure only and exclude installation, freight, surfacing, and site work.

RUNDLE COLLEGE
PLAYGROUND
CALGARY

$200,800
Our installers often get the best view when they are “raising” a playground, but this time it happened to be the daughter of our Rundle College playground designer who enjoyed the view from high up in the feature Crow’s Nest.

This truly unique and custom GFRC product is a favoured “perch” in the playground and a sought after spot for users of all ages.
We understand that great communities begin with great public spaces.
That is why Park N Play offers a full spectrum of unique and reputable outdoor products.

We love designing playgrounds.
We also know that bringing people together means more than installing a playground.

It means creating spaces that the whole family can enjoy - regardless of age, ability, or favourite activity.
PLAYGROUNDS.  SHELTERS.  SPLASH PADS.

VIKING PARK
Themed Structure, Shelters, and Splash Pad
SUPPLY.

Park N Play has established longstanding relationships with trusted manufacturers who satisfy all aspects of the Parks and Recreation industry.

Using Park N Play to meet all the design needs of your project minimizes costs and streamlines the supply and installation process.

We currently represent vendors who supply site furnishings, outdoor fitness equipment, shelters, splash pads, dog parks, and natural play components.

install.

At Park N Play, we cut through the clutter of a competitive marketplace by offering turn-key services from design and supply through to installation and inspection.

Our installers are CPSI certified professionals, with decades of industry experience and familiarity working with General Contractors.

With Park N Play, equipment installation is on time, hassle-free, neat, and complete every time.

WE DESIGN.

At Park N Play, our focus is to provide high play value for your dollar.

We apply the universal “Thoughtful Design Process” to our playground designs and customize every concept to reflect the needs and vision of our clients.

We are well versed in working with municipalities, Landscape Architects, and developers on projects with varying sizes and budgets.

Our experienced sales and design team can provide innovative solutions that fit your needs.

WE SUPPLY.

WE INSTALL.

info@parknplaydesign.com

parknplaydesign.com

866.551.8188
part of the playbourhood
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